Hi! My name is UltiMutt. These are my friends Max and Buddy. They are very happy. They get good food and fresh water every day.
Hello, my name is CosmiCat! Max and Buddy are my friends, too. Buddy the cat is happy and safe when he stays inside the house. He has everything he needs there.
Max gets to go outside for walks. His family always keeps him on a leash so he is safe.
Max and Buddy are taken to the veterinarian every year. The vet gives them a check-up and shots, and sees them whenever they are sick or hurt.
Buddy and Max like to show off the name tags on their collars. They wear them so that they can be returned to their family if they ever get lost.
The most important thing of all is that Max and Buddy are happy.

They are happy because they have a family that loves them!
UltiMutt needs your help! Guide UltiMutt through the maze and back to his headquarters at The Anti-Cruelty Society.

UltiMutt
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